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(:12).   (:14). Chinese government has appointed Professor Zhu of SUPC as 

representative for KF.  (:19). In the reactors we are developing for Space the rotation of 

the core and the inner coil can produce interaction btn the fields which creates motion 

and lift, in S we don't see motors. We create motion in space through the interaction of 

the field Pl when the difference is large enough leads to friction, or P motion and rotation. 

Option, we can create MG field plates, where you place Gans's of different strengths 

indifferent positions on the opposing plates and they create fields. This is the next step in 

controlling the field Pl, not liquid or vapor Pl.  (:22). It's important what kind of Gans's 

you need to produce. In Space T you always feed from the strongest to the lowest field 

strength, if you can create rotation through Pl field radiation, you dictate a constant flow 

and dictating the condition of the speed of rotation of Pl without P moving anything in 

your reactor cores, placing in different orders, like the health patches you made of 

different material in different position will give you a lot of motion without any P motion. 

You can add or withdraw fields. In trying to catch up they create a field flow. The whole 

purpose of F Pl is to introduce and apply Pl T without motors the way the U works. (:26). 

On the board i have drawn only the fields and not the core. In Space you can dictate the 

parameters where the solid state stays and is maintained. Look at the structure of the 

surface of this planet, it's the interaction of the fields which decides where you have the 

solid state matter of the continents and where the liquid state of the oceans stay, at the 

same time the interaction of the fields of the inner sanctum of the planet and in 

interaction with the fields within the Pl of the Solar S decides the thickness of the 

atmosphere of this planet, there is no mechanism to hold the O or H or gases except by 

the interaction of the fields. Therefore F Pl is the next step, which is containment by the 

fields and not by the matter condition. As man is materialistic and connected to the matter 

state we went through the stages from molecular structure to atomic to Pl. (:28). Now we 

enter the field of the T the same as it is in the U. In the structure of the Galaxy you see 

they all have different shapes and forms and we see the boundaries of it, these are created 

only by the interaction of the fields of the stars and the systems within the Galaxies and 

the interaction with the fields and what is in the environment of the U around them, 

dictates their shape, color, flatness, now you see the shape of a Galaxy without the 

containment, and this is where the Pl T goes. In Space you can't go look for Cu for a core, 

but you can create a condition from the interaction of the fields that gives you the 

confinement of the Pl within the atmosphere of your System without ever having a P 

matter structure. In space you look for the interaction of the fields to create things, to 

maintain, develop, and operate and use different field forces in a given condition for the 

development and structure of your systems. (:30). At moment you are producing Cu and 

Crystal cores, what happens if you enter some place in the U where the Cu state of the 

matter is the field strength of the environment, you loose your reactor, life, SS, because 

now the Pl cannot be contained. It's like having ice in the summer for the freezer and it 

melts, it has no shape it changes its behavior, in space in different MG fields, the matter 

state which you have up to now have followed becomes troublesome, because 1 second 

you have a core and the next not, because the matter state core happened to mix and be 

the same as its environment. This goes back to the understanding of the containment of 



the skin, you create interaction of the field plasmas where the layers of Pl gives the 

manifestation of P. But because you have used different strength field strengths, it's a 

dynamic state as the field strength changes the field rotation strength changes, but you 

maintain your skin. (:32).  We go into the water or heat of the Summer we don't melt, 

because our body has accepted a field transfer of a limitation of environmental MG field 

variation. In the space you have to have the same condition, where your reactors stay at a 

minimum condition of the existence of the man, which is your AA and operate and 

maintain a shell of field and not matter state, to create a condition of maintaining position 

in respect to the core system which has created itself. You use a spectrum of Pl MG fields 

which their interactions in the positions you have predetermined, dictates the speed of the 

rotation, the field strength and at the same time the positioning of its fields in respect to 

its environment. Field Pl is the ultimate step in the Space T. (:34). You play with field 

strengths of different dimensions that it allows you to create a condition of rotation, 

positioning and even P interaction to create a P condition to maintain and contain matter 

state. Now that you produced the liquid plasma (LP), it should be very easy to manipulate 

it to produce F Pl, you can direct it, target it, control the speed of it by the amount of it, 

because it works by the mass, M G Pl mass which decides and not by the volume. 

Become masters of how to mix different LP to create the strength which you need and 

how you can withdraw and add to. (:36). Government scientists have jumped on it like 

crazy because they received the key into U motion and they understand it. We looked at 

Mercury, Pb, atomic mass of gold, silver. It's impossible to mix these materials in a P 

matter state, but you create Gans and then LP, and then you have the freedom to play the 

game of the U, through the field which is released by Pl . Summarizes. (:38). This is in 

the writings of ?? bless his name., when man understands the mutation of Elements. Now 

man has achieved the maturity of his intellect. Now you can do exactly the same in 

reverse, you have Pl field you can go down to (matter), the cycle is complete, you can 

create field winds and hurricanes without moving a finger. You can create waves of love 

and ??, oceans of winds ?? the condition of traveling across the U at the speed of the U 

itself, that's the point there is no time in the space. (:40). It's for you to complete. Pl T in 

its field transfer is more or less the ultimate, there are a couple of more steps after the F 

Pl but knowledge of man will take millions of years to understand. But this should give 

you enough to build S to enter the U community, that man can create whatever he needs 

on this planet to stop the conflicts, he doesn't become slave to his P existence. If you can 

understand today man can fly and be at any point in the U he wishes. Now you have 

billions of planetary systems where they all have this knowledge, man has been left 

behind because of his violence. You create motion within the fields of the Pl, you can 

decide the speed of the interaction, even on the ?? disk of the colors you can 

predetermine the boundary of the fields I want to be outside of and what I want to be 

inside. You can make Pl conditions of layering in sequences, (:43).  that fro example, if 

you make ... if you make all of this Cu strength, your reactor will have a Cu strength, 

because it's Pl it can change itself to another according to the pressure of your 

environment, you never loose your containment of the fields. In the U you see solid state 

matters made of whatever materials, even if the materials are not available. With the use 

of Pl fields man can dominate, develop, interaction with ... works in a safe environment. 

Scale this knowledge up and you travel the U in no time, scale it down you can create in 

the outer ring the condition of the shape of a kidney, which is failed in operation, you 



dictate the parameters around which your S outside the body, then create field forces 

inside that allows work of the kidney, parameters and you do not need to remove the 

kidney. (:45). You can dictate where you want to grow tissue in the heart, if a child is 

born with a hole in his heart, without loosing the child. You can use the field forces to do 

remote no touch surgeries. Scale it further up (Pl) and you can produce the shape of fruits 

color of banana. Now the development is in the intelligence of the Man, how you apply 

it, bring it together in a way that does not harm you or bring the condition to harm others 

in the environment which you exist. By creating MG field tolerances you accept a certain 

condition within that tolerance with a field strength matter condition, now you can see 

how Pl field can lead to production of whatever you wish. The field Pl the Chinese 

manufacturer choose within the containment, energy fields of water or food is created 

without thinking of a need for food. (:47). ?? .. Oasis System,   .. as it becomes a part of 

the structure of the Pl of their body, and they absorb from the environment of their body 

what they need. You create a base on the bottom and top and in transfer of the Pl creates 

its own field condition and as your body is set in the structure of the Gans state you can 

travel through, in and out of the matter state you decide what the barrier to be according 

to the field strength you use. Do you want it to be in a gaseous state as on the surface of 

the earth or in the liquid state in the ocean. You want to travel in parts of the U where 

there are no fields and you dictate those loose weak field points or want to go in the 

center of a star to see how it will be. (:49). You need to move into the LP so you can go 

to F Pl. (:51). Questions. If you use LP you get 2 separate fields but combined? When 

you mix Gans's they still stay MG field position in respect to each other, because they 

carry different structure, (in Book #2). He draws Cu Gans in glass, they are positioned in 

respect to each other because the central position, MG field is different, when you go into 

the LP now you have the same in origin, but the gapping is constant, all you've done is to 

create a condition of overloading, the same Pl with different strength, these radiate equal 

according to the mass into the environment which it is released, ?? this is homogeneous 

of the Pl you've created. In the Gans state you have positioning but in LP state you don't, 

but you have the field release, this is what you are looking for. (:54). It interacts with ?? it 

form, it's a freedom you don't have with LP there you create a spectrum of interaction, 

which you don't have with F Pl where you work on the same level but within the structure 

of ?? mass. China will produce different types of Gans and uses. the Chinese government 

has committed itself to peace and with it comes the new T. (:56). The US government is 

moving on the same path now that the Chinese have it, the same with Russia. The T has 

its own credibility and it's taking its own shape.  China will be leading in many ways for 

the world. The live teaching in China will not be broadcast in the West. We expect to be 

there 6 months.  (1:00). Chinese Health Unit presentation, 2 parts and 6 crosses, 1 side is 

Cu N coated and the other is Al, all are covered with CO2, they used Zn for helmet. It's 

better to connect the 2 parts with N coated, it's essential to target the point of the 

interaction of the fields. When you don't connect it the fields interact wherever they want 

to, N and Gans coating dictate  where they go, you need to create a line (of direction), 

this way you target an area, this is the reason we used N coated wires, when you don't 

have it the fields spread open, ?? the stronger fields interact. (1:05). We chose the Zn and 

Cu for a specific reason for the structure of the body of man. Aluminum behavior in the 

field transfer is different. You can use any metal to make a coil but understand the fields 

that dictate its flow, what energies will be brought, take to the structure of the other Pl 



Gans. If you understand the field transfer you can build S which none of this is needed, 

but this is where we are and choose to do. AVOID using especially Al coils, I explain 

how it works in minute structure, how it changes the field Pl. The UN made it illegal to 

use Al dust to be sprayed for drought. They fly high altitudes to the moisture of upper 

atmosphere (2 or 3 km),  to avoid the governments. They dispersed Al dust particles, the 

moisture sticks to it. (1:07). Then out of nowhere in the heat of the day you get a massive 

rain, because the moisture difference make the rain. But they found out the Al particles 

digested by the body can create a lot of health problems. When it gets digested it 

becomes a Gans of Al and can react in different conditions. So please avoid using Al. Let 

me teach you something since you brought it up. He draws digestive tract from the 

mouth, it goes in mouth (it changes its matter state and becomes Gans), when you digest 

food in matter state as it goes down in the St it starts changing into a N material first 

through the acids, actually a conversion Pl condition matter into a Gans state. (1:09). 

when it reaches a certain level of Gans state the body transfers it into the Intestine, at this 

point, energies Pl MG fields which are needed by the body is released into the Lymph, 

but, but instantaneous, zero-time communication, the needs and the collaboration btn the 

brain fields and the body parts. When you digest food and it becomes a Gans and its F Pl 

which transfers across the body to the Lymph, then at this point what is requested by the 

brain, because it knows what is going to happen, and the cells allows the withdrawal of 

the energy from the Lymph. This means the energy to be absorbed from the food is 

predetermined by the brain and the need by the cell when it crosses and converts to a F 

Pl, it's already predestined to where it's going and already targeted to be delivered. (1:11). 

No matter ever crosses the wall of the intestine, it's only the energy Pl M fields and it 

transfers energy to Lymph. This is the very first time we mentioned and Field Plasma. 

Only fields in the Intestine which have changed from the matter to the Nano to Gans, 

now release their energy according to what is already predetermined by the cell what is 

needed and by brain. What is needed and done is taken from the digestive S to cross the 

wall, otherwise all the energy from the food would cross straight away into the Lymph 

and it would be in a mess of everything. This is predetermined by Pl MG field strength 

btn the brain and the cell, whether heart, bone, or liver all is predetermined what is to be 

taken from the food, and those which are not there are predetermined by your Parathyroid 

glands I take this (material) because I can convert it using Phosphorus and Sulphur. 

(1:13). In certain parts of body you find even minute amounts of Lead, minute amounts 

of similar MG fields of strength of the Lead in the Kidney, liver, and L Intestine because 

this is the point where the fields hold to ?? separate what is not needed and the pulling 

can only come through higher level material and Al plays a very tricky part when it 

comes to pull the energy because in balance transfer it's very similar in energy to energy 

which is used in certain parts of the brain. And it interferes with the strength of the 

intellect, and brain. Pain has a specific MG field strength, intellect and comprehension 

are the same, Al creates a specific field which is in the bandwidth of the intellect and 

depression, that's why you don't use Al. Because now that you have created new field 

forces in your coils you make this free into the digestive S and accordingly with the 

brain. Would it be better to use Silver coils, Ah, you have to understand what the body is 

used to. (1:16). You could use Al in MaGrav but for the body understand what it does. ?? 

Each section of Intestine has different strengths it's trained to develop different field 

strengths, you don't absorb vitamin C all along track, but only in a given section. You 



have sections that only absorb red meat and its composite, or nickel or whatever. The St 

has exactly the 3 layers as your skin, and the difference in the strength of each layer 

decides what is released from the Gans Pl inside the intestine going through, (1:19). into 

the Lymph, if you change slightly this one to this one, then in that position in St, here you 

absorb vitamin A, there you release vitamin B. They will see how the fields are released 

into the St into the Lymph. ?? most of the Parathyroid glands have to do (with E and P) 

with the P conversion of the fields, ?? one of them does the field conversion for the 

matters of the E, one for the matters of the storage, for field transfer conversion for matter 

from solid state to Pl state, and conversion for most of the free fields conversion into Ca 

only that supports the bone structure because if at any point you don't have a bone 

structure there is no life.  (1:21). The 4 Parathyroid glands have a specific function for a 

specific way in guaranteeing the conversion of different fields to the Gans of the state of 

the matter which is needed.  The (Para)thyroid is the operation of the brain controlling the 

P operation of the totality. If you create a continuous Cu, you are feeding your Cu coil in 

a balanced state which is not needed but the field transfer through non-lymph connection 

converts and reaches and finds a conversion from the Al in the E part of the brain. That's 

why you don't touch Al, it's just as because of its MG field strength which causes this 

condition ... it's not create ..  they say they found a huge water reserve from millions of 

years, 10 kms down in the earth. I said no rain ever flew down, the reason is because the 

MG field of the earth and its magma and environment created in that cavity where the 

MG field is equal to H2O, that's how the water was created. It's the same principle btn 

this and the Al and the brain. (1:23).  Be very careful with Al, Pb and couple other 

materials which have this property, they just happen to have the same MG field, some are 

isotopes, they create the matter state of themselves in the Gans state solid like a bone, in a 

given part of the brain, they convert in field strength transfer. Better not to use Al when 

comes to applications for  body and food, because of the field transfer strength, it's not all 

the Al isotopes, only 2 of them. It depends on the rate of decay in one of the electrons in 

the boundary of the ??   Would it be possible to use the F Pl for traveling to the matter 

itself, of course it would be a game play, one of the first funs of Pl T. (1:25). Matter is the 

lowest strength, we make one a little higher, enough to understand the MG field 

positioning of the matter state... The molecular (matter) state we say the tightness, it has 

its own positioning, in a tighter pack ... if you create a field strength the same as the 

"tightness" you can go through like nothing, because when you enter it they open up, ?? 

the space becomes irrelevant. Because you dictate the positioning. This is part of the 

filtering S you can make with N material like to filter kidneys, the work of kidneys. You 

create the field gap (for the filter). You don't go for the Pl itself but the strength of the 

gap in the Pl, if you create that gap when you come in, the other has to find a new 

position, it moves over. (1:27). We use this knowledge in the detergent T, 40 years ago 

we used to have to boil the cloth that it loosens the fiber's spacing in the cloth itself that 

the soap could clean it. Could actually interact with it and take it with itself, now they use 

the oil of orange it works on the same principle but the matter state, you use a smaller 

dimension to enter the gap. In the Pl you use the strength of the fields to position yourself 

and ... in F Pl T there is no state that man cannot travel to, through, and from one to 

another, you just have to add the knowledge to understand how to do it.  Would it be 

possible to use Pl to reduce the size of the matter, for example big as planet earth, to 

shrink or to make bigger?  .. if you take the Pl field energy from it, then its Pl reduces in 



size. (1:29). then in the size of the release, its interaction decides. If you are thinking of 

making the earth pocket size and go somewhere else, yes you can do it, but you have to 

understand how and what is the composition of the fields. This is what we discussed 

about viruses, it's exactly the same, how do we shrink a virus? We just received reports 

from Ghana, it's amazing. You have the AA (COHN), then you have a Pl of the field 

which attaches due to the strength of one of the 4 elements (COHN), or combination of 

them, that becomes supplier of energy into and it takes it over. In the center you have AA 

but you have an energy packet which is feeding it. In present world of science we know 

how to destroy bacteria because we can play with the AA, but we haven't got enough 

knowledge to interfere with the extra energy which is much stronger then the AA, then 

we call it Virus. (1:31).  The Pl T is effective against virus is because here you have a Pl 

in Gans or LP or F Pl state, now it has the spectrum of all the energies in a Pl, so they 

start to exchange fields (with virus) to find a balance, in exchanging fields with the Pl the 

virus gives the energy to the Pl, and the space generated in btn the Pl and the other 

matters, the virus gets drained, gradually, the virus is still there,  but you have depleted its 

energy. In the Space we don't have AA and bacteria, bacteria's are AA based according to 

the Man's AA and the big fields G field strength. ?? the Gans can be used for E Coli, 

disinfectant and the rest, it's just with the Gans you create this condition. Not deplete but 

bring balance btn the fields in the environment, and then it disappears, the same with the 

bacteria. (1:33). The bacteria's are another form of Pl, with the right Gans you can change 

bacteria's.  We were discussing with the doctors about using the Gans Water for 

immunization, TEPCO tested it by infecting the mouse with influenza then administering 

Gans with no side effect, toxicity and no influenza. That's how it works and why in the 

Space you need it. You can create, deplete and dictate. The Health Patches work exactly 

the same way. He draws an organ on board, put a patch on both sides of infected organ, 

don't use a single patch, Gans works on a gradient level, it forms an Infinity Loop with 

the other patch and drains the disease quickly. When using P Pens for inflammation use 2 

one on either side then it drains very quickly. If you use only a single patch you have 

field losses, whereas with 2 you have entrapped the fields. (1:35). Because you transfer 

its energy.   I spoke about traveling in Zero Time by the strength of the field, this is 

exactly what you do, you find yourself in the U where you put yourself in the wind btn 

the 2 in the direction you want to go ... instant travel. It's like sailing on the seas. Now 

you create the sails of the MG fields, you get on the winds of the MG fields of the U, and 

if you get the strength right you travel at the speed of it, if the wind is soft you only float, 

if you get the high speed you travel like wise. The Fields work in respect from the 

strongest to the weakest, the strongest always feeds the weaker to bring it to its (? up to 

its own) position. In the CO2 patches, the CO2 is the weak part, the virus is more intense, 

higher. (1:37).  the C and O are already part of your AA, now you created a weaker point 

and the energy flows (to it). I go back to the 129 Tesla in lab, it fed the other reactors to 

try and bring it to the balance .. If you want to take you place a weaker field, to add put a 

higher field. ... Talks about the magnet, directionalize, in my Health Cups I dictate the 

magnets, their strength, flat or ring, square or rectangular, each one plays a game. If I 

want to directionalize the fields I put it this way, etc... (1:39). Am I playing North to N or 

S to S, or N to S, if its bigger or smaller .. if at this point I need the energy of H to be 

delivered, I used a dab of Liquid Glue Gun which is high CH, it releases its energy to it, I 

use a spec of N CuO2 or N Zn, now you target it. If you open some of the cups I made it 



will take you centuries to understand the principle by which each one has been put 

together. I know how to push, build, because its Pl it is left to the E of man to receive or 

not, (1:41). because he still needs that E need to confirm his existence, that's why when 

you build a S you find out people don't use them, because you give, but their expectation 

is that if I accept I will not receive what I am looking for, (meaning the attention or 

confirmation), I want to take. The S works with everyone but allows priority of decision 

to the E. If you want to override it, load it up with Zn Gans, then you can dictate any 

condition, and this is NOT the purpose, we bring the freedom, then if you want you take. 

You can play a lot, the magnets are too weak ?? but you can target, confine, hold. The 

same as you use the cores to hold the Gans or LP, I have used magnets to do the same, 

most of the magnet somewhere in the structure have Fe, which connects to the blood 

through hemoglobin. When you understand the T in its totality then its very easy to 

manipulate for whatever you need. (1:43). You can walk a man out of cancer if he wants 

it within seconds. But you bring him back to the unit 10 times because his E needs a bit 

of feeding, talking and sorting itself out. Don't forget the brain has the power to reverse 

the cancer also, it doesn't need your S. It is more powerful then anything man can ever 

make!!  But it plays games with its own existence.  Rick asks about grounding by going 

bare foot on the earth, ground point, or the Units use Saltwater as a place to dump. (1:45). 

In Space we don't have the earth to ground. No you can ground easier in Space. Keshe 

walks barefoot a lot on ground, gives and takes with the earth, enjoy lying on the ground 

quite a lot. Especially when you need to concentrate, you give and take to bring balance 

btn the P and E. The earth works the same way as I just explained with the magnets, and 

the 2 Health Pads, it releases fields in the matter state of what it has and you need, and 

what you don't want and you give.  There are different behaviors btn the people who 

sleep in skyscrapers and those in the fields, every now and then you need to exchange 

fields to bring balance to our life in the P condition. The dumping is the surplus energy 

you put into a S which you don't need, you can do it with your hands and head also. 

(1:47). At times I stick my hands and head against the wall, with concrete you don't get 

much, with brick or stone wall you get different energies, you tune into the environment, 

it's a technique used for centuries, but we don't understand it. I explained this when you 

hold a P Pen in your hand and you don't direct it, you take and you give at the balance of 

what you need, this balancing is essential, it's the filtering of E fields, not so much in the 

matter state. When you lie on the beach you discharge differently with different sands, 

white or volcanic sand, you see different behavior, because you get rid of certain strength 

fields, it's essential and has to be a part of the life of every man in  being able to bring 

balance. At times when I can't solve things I lie down on the ground, you receive and 

give what you don't want. (1:49). In dumping you give to the higher MG fields. It has a 

huge application in Space, if you know how and where to dump its a very effective way 

for discharge of energies especially if you have meteorites ahead of you, if areas you 

don't want to destroy you saturate. Same as what I explained to Washington, you release 

so much MG fields, the strength of the cells of the structure increase so much that the 

gap, the positioning increases and you can go through it, and you do it by dumping 

surplus energy into a given area, SS are known to carry high energy packets for this 

purpose, its not a missile, if you use it that way you'll not see a thing, it will literally 

dissolve like a sugar in a hot water. It's so easy we can take radar satellites out in no time, 

we don't destroy them we just saturate them with energy that they are not even there to do 



their job.  Today I started teaching techniques and not Systems, if you understand you 

can do a lot with these, how to create wind, how to dump, motion, how to communicate 

without having a S. How to call to the earth from the other side of U, I am stuck. With 

dumping you can hold it, control it, or share it. You usually use high unbalanced F Pl for 

dumping or storage of energy. (1:52). Usually isotopes of matter elements which have 

very low radioactive base and very high Cosmic radiation base, they compensate from 

one to the other and they store capacitors of the energy. (back to barefoot) That's way the 

human race is becoming more and more detached society because we sleep on the 

mattresses which is all predetermined with all sorts of rubbish in it. Humanity stayed 

more or less the same when you understand that you are connected to the point of your 

own creation. Most of the diseases we suffer is from the mattresses we sleep on, the iron 

and contaminated materials which are used doesn't match our body, we transfer energy 

continuously to our environment, and these places are ?? fakes (artificial) where we live 

and interact with. (1:54). Try to sleep in a room which is full of N coated Zn, and I will 

tell you what it does to you in 2 days time, you walk loving every creature on this U, 

because E you are satisfied, you choose a point which you ?? receive everything.  

Question, can human's control the fields without having any Gans or Water around, 

because we are in the Pl state and it contains almost all the materials such as CO2, CuO, 

CH3?  Of course you can do. But how to control the rotation of fields and create different 

fields positions and E? You got to learn it yourself first, understand your own being, then 

you can create anything you want and let others see it or you feel it yourself. A lot of 

understanding needed as to what to release, depends who you want to be the audience of 

what you create. (You can play all kinds of games with your hands etc. ) (1:56).  Oh, you 

want to see a meteorite, there it is, because you create the condition for it, ?? vision of the 

man and ??  What the purpose of it. Hold your hands and create your own Pl ball, it needs 

a lot of understanding of your own strength. Question, creating matter from Pl ?? You 

can when you understand at what point the field strength reduces enough to be matter, 

when you have a Pl it goes through its own release of energy to its environment, if you 

control the reduction to the point that you decide the rate of reduction, then you can 

create anything btn your hands. (1:58). You can put your hand out and by looking at it 

with your brain you can create a field that at the point of the hand the energy from your 

brain reduces so much that it becomes gold in your hand and everyone can see it. You put 

the skin, the strength of the feeling to the E of your hand, it comes from the brain itself ?? 

neural S at the limit of gold, now you want bread, it will be bread. You have to dictate the 

boundary of the strength, with your E you have already dictated it, with your hand you 

dictate the position. A lot of people have done this, but it is understanding how much you 

release and at what point. You put your hand out 20 cm you get no bread, but at 10 cm 

you get bread, you can actually P touch it and give it to people to eat. Christ done that 2 

or 3 times, but people didn't see it. This is my body, this is my blood, and that's how it 

was done, intention of the thoughts ?? control the P of the ??  (2:00). A question 

concerning whether living in the field of Zn or Al is good for you?  Keshe, with the 

Health Units you use the fields, when you use Al with MaGrav you are open to the space 

to take. In the Health unit you sandwich the body btn those (coils), they have nowhere to 

go nothing to interact with. When you have a single coil in the house you share with the 

rest of the environment ?? it's a big difference. If you understand this process of 

containment, in the nuclear disasters you can use this knowledge very effectively to 



contain all the radiation, we have seen with TEPCO. This understanding containment 

with the F Pl you can do wonders. (2:02). You can contain any radioactive leakage from 

any source just using the fields, you don't need the containers. (2:03).  Norwegian asks 

about patient with cancer in his health unit. he felt good but then got very tired. Keshe 

asks if he has a doctor to follow case? No. I will not answer you until you find yourself a 

doctor. It has to be done correctly.  (2:08).  A man with 7 MaGrav coils connected linked 

it through to the metal roof, and has a large energy field, he feels calmer. He has 

connected to ??, Keshe says to run the G side up to the roof, the M is already up there, 

then you will collect energy from the atmosphere.  (2:14).   (2:15). Release Italian info 

about getting the MaGrav into the market. Monthly payments at 10 euro for 10 years.  

(2:23). Question about Gans trial.  (2:28). Asks about treating water for E. Coli with Gans 

Water of CO2 or CuO2, tests in Ghana are coming through positively. They are working 

on a soap that kills all bacteria. The international standard is 0, some tests have not yet 

gone to 0, will do more research. (2:31). A test is running in China. They want to find a 

balance where the bacteria is gone but life in river safe. In Sierra Leone E Bola was 

totally eliminated from contaminated water.  (2:33). For treatment of rivers need an 

energy balance btn the CuO2 and allows the life, fish, of the river to continue. Looking 

for CO2 and a small amount of CuO2, add CH3 into the river to allow life. On the other 

hand you take energy from what is above C, which is the Pl of the virus, take this out 

with the CuO2. If you use only CuO2 you take all the energy out, start thinking U. When 

working with the environment you don't just go for what you want to achieve, don't 

destroy the others, you support the whole of life. (2:36). If you take the energy from the 

virus, see what you have in your hand, AA, this is a food, you change a virus, dangerous, 

through the Gans exchange of energy, to a life giving thing, this is what we did in 

TEPCO, we created gold, you don't destroy anything with this T. You find out by 

creating a condition you allow normality, but what more it brings on the table. Here you 

have bacteria or virus you take the energy from it, inside it is a vast amount of energy, 

this is itself food (AA), if you use it correctly you create new life in the water. A lot of 

virus that are connected to the AA of the human being, can be taken away and then you 

are left with a vast amount of energy available to man, it's like eating beef. But this time 

the energy inside could be much more because. (2:38). By being connected to the virus 

the AA has received new levels of energy it is fully charged. Don't always look at getting 

rid of, see what is left, brought as a gift. If you can use it you set the path in a very 

peaceful way. (2:40).  How do you see the U Council working? Caroline is setting up 

different sections on face book, one is to add veterinarians. The work of the Council is 

the positive peaceful application of the technology and bringing peace. It's not to fight 

this to get what we want, they will work in alternative ways which harms no one.  (2:42). 

Not blaming for what has gone wrong. First rule, a U Council member should shine like 

the light of the Creator, to be a source of light for other souls and radiate the light and 

beauty of the Creator and try to reach all attributes of the soul of the Creator, in time the 

creatures of the U see this light and not the P, the attributes of the Creator have been 

stated in the many scriptures of the man in the past.  The 2nd rule, you are through your 

soul a member of the Council, the members of council can't announce themselves as a 

member unless it is announced and registered under the council's panels, no members can 

speak themselves as a member and influencing opinion or words at this point they 

immediately loose their seat and a new member can stand for the open seat, those who try 



to show they are better servants of humanity don't stand a chance to take a seat in the 

council. (2:45). The selection of a soul to the council comes from giving and not by talk 

or P actions.  A lot of people in Dubai who announced they were on the council tried to 

use that influence and they lost their seat. If you are of the nature of serving humanity 

you can come to the Rome meeting, and stand for the mother language of which you 

speak. To strengthen that language. (2:48). Keshe says that Gorbachev is the only world 

leader of the past who put the soul of his nation ahead of his position, as head of USSR 

he submitted his nation to freedom of its soul. It takes a lot of freedom from P to do such 

a thing. Sandy asks if people can't be in Rome can they attend, Keshe says we open Zoom 

for them to attend.  (2:51). A call to Jewish people to use the T to bring the peace. The 

same to other cultures. You work through your soul and not by nation. We check how 

you behave since you join the council. The U Council has its own website contact them. 

It must be positive we don't respond to negativity, we work with the P, we interact with 

the soul of the man , any shape or form. The work of Council is the unification of the soul 

of man. The 2 webmaster are Sandy and Vince. (2:59). 

(universalcouncil.keshefoundatoin.org).  Some news coming from Alek about treatment 

with Malaria.  

 


